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c, we noticed the various principles. The importance of free enterprise in

oh. z affairs zix as in all other enterprises, and I think this is a very

important thing. It is very easy for a man to think, my if I was in control,

what I would do. It is very easy to think. xtIt is very easy for a mart to

think, I can dictate and ixwx everything will go forward. But soon you will

find that he is not equal to the task. It is very easy for a group to thinJ,

we are the legislative party, we have the authority, we can do what we want,

like the bodies they say in one of the mid-western states.. .in order

to crease difficultthes in building and so on, that p1, the relation between

tie diameter of a sphere would no longer be 3.1459 etc. wzxftxtnxxx but would

be 3 and 1/7, it would be a much simpler criterion and much easier/ to use.

But you cac't do it. It is like tIIt the legislature that somebody said

decided to repeal the law of supply and;demand. These economic laws and

principles, these rinciples of geometry, these principles of human nature

are there, and we can't change them. And a tg±itax legislative body is

effective, not insofar as it expresses the zk4x majority will of its members

or its constituents, but insofar as ±* its decisions are in line with situations

and adapted to secure the results needed. That is the thing that determines

1e good of the thing, not the mjority of supporters. And ti± if a great

majority of a nation can p be persuaded to vote in the wrong direction on

a vital enough issues that nation will lose its existence. The voice of the

people is not the voice of God. It is reason and study of z circumstances

that determines what is true, not how many noses can be counted in a sitautlon.

And here comes in this great principle of the importance of free enterprise.

And in the history of the church, of you go right through the church, and you

say, who had started the great movements of the church, it is rare indeed that

you will find that a great movement was started because the hierarchical

leader of the church said we are going to do it. Or because a legistative

body of the church determined that this would be a fine direction in which to

reach out. Great missionary movements of recent years have been started by

individuals who have received a desire and a passion, and who have eventually
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